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Our company incorporates the training of John T Moss who is a world recognized sales and services 
founder of the University For Loan Officers. He is also the author of, “The Millionaire Loan Officer” 
training manual of ethical sales. John is the first and so far only trainer, whose training course has 
passed all the requirements, across the board, set by the California Association of Mortgage Brokers 
(CAMB) and National Association of Mortgage Brokers (NAMB).  
 
John is the only trainer to receive a letter of recognition for his ethics and non-predatory lending 
practices from CAMB.   
 
He is also the founder of a 501 C3 non-profit financial educational and business development company 
that focuses on Native American Indians. ( www.NativeAmericanTIO.org )Because John is a direct 
descendant of world renowned Chief Silvermoon of the CADDO Tribe in Oklahoma, he has witnessed the 
huge need for all the American Indians to become more self-reliant.  
 
John’s unique training methods have been utilized by the sales and service industries for over 20 years, 
in the USA and around the world. Starting out in the trenches helping to support his mother and 2 
brothers through college, he developed his hands on techniques.  
 
John has constantly tested and evolved his methods with start-ups to fortune 500 companies. He has 
originated sales, created loan steps from A-Z, client quality assurance, sold, trained, and built sales 
teams with his common sense approach in the mortgage and auto industry.   
 
His methods have been instrumental in all types of sales/service call centers, from the ground up in the 
U.S., St. Lucia, Phillipiens, and India just to name a few.   
 
If you’ve been in the mortgage industry for at least a few years, chances are excellent you’ve used many 
of the lenders John has helped train, build, and go public. 
 
Step One:  “Proven Tracks/Scripting” and the “Company Story” 
 
The adage “you only get one shot to make a great first impression” rings true here and is the key to 
constant success.   
 
All your key verbal tools must be scripted and role-played to get confident consistent results. If you have 
consistent practice your use of the tools and verbiages will become seconded nature because they can’t 
sound scripted, it must flow.   
 

http://www.johntmoss.com/
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I like to use the word “Tracks” rather than “Scripts” because like a train track if you fall off the track you 
must get back on prior to continuing.  It’s important to note that all these tools have been tested 
continuously for over 24 years in active sales and service forces.   
 
What this means to you is that the study of the success of each word or phrase has been proven.  In our 
case study we would have one group of people follow one track with only one to two changes at a time 
where ever allowed until all monitored results allowed us to create master templates.  
 
Rest assured that it’s very normal to feel a little intimidated with this process because people tend to 

have a fear that others don’t want to hear this stuff, the “get to the point syndrome.”  Don’t buy into 

that thought, please realize that people want to know that what they’re involved in is special.   

Now they will start to open up and express their wants needs or desires wouldn’t that be great?  It 

works and it’s well worth the thought process to incorporate this into your scripting/tracks, practice, 

verbalization, and roll-playing constantly it must become a habit then it will become a part of you.    

We will tie these concepts in as we go forward, because they’re just so important while building a on-

going relationships.  Make it Happen! 

http://www.johntmoss.com/
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Listening vs. Hearing 
 

In this area we will be talking about some of the areas that will help you with rapport while building a 

relationship.  By focusing on great core communication skills all of your relationships can be enhanced 

not just in your business life but your personal life.    

Ask yourself how many situations of the “big five” have you found yourself asking yourself or others “are 

you even listening to me”?  These skills will help eliminate people from thinking that about you and 

won’t that help you bond and build trust with the people you talk to?  Too often people and our 

education systems don’t practice enhancing these skills enough much less getting employers to invest in 

training on these areas.  

 Yet statistics show hospital after hospital being sued because of miss communication that wrong service 

or operation was performed.  Like my mother thought me she would say things like “If it’s worth taking 

the time to do, it’s worth taking the time to do it right” or “an ounce of medicine is worth a pound of 

cure” all key in on good listening skills. 

                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is quite a difference between hearing and listening. Hearing is simply taking in the sounds that 

pass through the ear. Listening involves the interpretation of those sounds into contextual meaning. 
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Effective listening can make you more efficient and more productive. People who improve their listening 

skills are worth more to their companies, and enhance their chances of advancing their careers. 

In fact, listening is so important, that Lee Iacocca, Former CEO of the Chrysler Corporation, once said 

that, “it can make the difference between a mediocre company and a great company.” 

Robert L. Montgomery, President of a major consulting firm, said that, “business efficiency would 

double, if employees could be taught to listen correctly.” 

Unfortunately, most people are only 25% effective as listeners. Yet they can improve their listening skills 

by following a number of simple techniques. When they do, they will become more valued employees 

and more effective salespeople. The tips and suggestions on the following pages can help you become a 

better listener. 

By becoming a better listener, you greatly improve your chances of connecting with customers.   

NOTE:  This means take very detailed notes because it’s often the so called little things you make notes 

on are really the big things that set you apart from your competitors.  Trust me because most 

competitors don’t make good notes or conversation logs (Profiling) you prove you care because it was 

important enough for them to share so you noted it!  

Helpful Hints to Connecting 

1. Talk about you: Talk about you. This makes the customer feel relaxed and more inclined to tell you 
about himself/herself. (We do this in our “Company Story”) 

2. FORM your conversation: Ask about (How might this affect a persons or your. . . 

F Family – This could be immediate family, step children, dogs, cats, or what?  

O Occupation – Their job, training, support, growth, or what will it mean to them? 

R Recreation – What will this mean to them more time to? Boat, cars, bike, or what? 

M Money - 401k, stocks, bonds, mutual funds, insurance or retirement plans means? 
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3. Establish a common bond: Find this early in conversation to make the “walls” come down. Identify 
with the customer; share a common experience or belief. Start talking to them about them and their 
accomplishments. It really works. The common bond becomes a springboard from which to close. 
Share your ideal goals with me … 

4. Build on emotion: Empathize with the customers’ problems. Do this by sharing a true personal 
experience or a similar story/metaphor. This is all part of making the strong connection you will 
need. The customers must feel that you can relate to them.  

5. Secret Rule 

Like:  For the customer to like you. You must like the customer. 

Listen:  If you listen, the customer will like you. If the customer likes you, the customer 

will listen. 

Believe:  If the customer listens, the customer will believe. 

Buy:  If the customer believes, the customer will buy. 

6. Gear your sales presentation: Keep your presentation at a sharp and clear pace. This will 
cause the customer to pay attention. Note: Pace – Slow, Medium, or Fast? 

7. People who have command of their voice have command of their profession! 

Keep your mind open and restrain your emotions. Don’t be distracted by strong words that may offend 

you. Train yourself to note the presence of emotional words, but let them pass without an emotional 

reaction on your part. Work on evaluating and interpreting what the speaker is saying.  

Masters of these tools will learn to “pay attention to inattention” its key to reading the truth or 

uncovering pit falls they skirted.  Especially with people that are in the 20% “Yes” category they will use 

the “aha” or “ya” and if you said at that moment “have you ever landed on planet Neptune”? They 

would say “aha” or “ya”.     
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A Few More Tips 

Try these two valuable tips, suggested by Joseph De Veto in The Interpersonal Communication Book 

(Harper & Row). They will help you develop rapport with the customer.  

 Accept the speaker’s feelings. Show that you have empathy for him/her and his/her problems. This 
will make you a partner in the conversation. 

 Ask questions to let the speaker know you are paying attention to him/her. People realize you’re 
listening to them when you ask a question. Then, wait for an answer, and follow up with a related 
question. 

AIM to Listen: 

Try this simple formula from Secretary Magazine, which will help you remember the three vital listening 

concepts. It’s called AIM, I’ve added some of my own thoughts: 

 A – Attention. Don’t fake paying attention. If the person is important enough to listen to, resist 
distractions. (Always try to control your environment when presenting or closing) “Great to meet 
you can we go over here I have a question to ask”? 

 I – Interest. Show interest even if you don’t think the topic or person is interesting. Tell yourself that 
the content might prove useful to you someday. It usually is. This might be a time when you must 
almost force yourself to listen because you may not like or agree with their ideas or concepts. Ask 
you self questions like “who would this be helpful for or for me to know” etc. 

 M – Motivation. Try to motivate yourself by going over all the reasons you should pay attention. Be 
sure to list the motives that offer you the greatest benefits. Always make detailed notes, even go as 
far as asking or making a point like “Wow that’s good to know let me make a note of that” or “Great 
how do you spell that please”. Enthusiasm builds Enthusiasm like giving a smile earns a smile get 
anta mated it works. This also can help you hide any discomforts you may have as you present or 
close when not overdone like all things the right balance is needed. 

  

http://www.johntmoss.com/
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How to Improve your Listening Skills  

Studies conducted at the former Sperry Corporation found these keys to good listening: 

 Listen for ideas, not just for facts. When you listen for only facts, you may not grasp the ideas or 
themes of the speaker. Here are some questions you might ask yourself when listening: 

1. Why am I being told this information? 
2. What does it lead to? 
3. If that’s true, what does it prove? 

 Judge what the speaker says, not how it is said. Don’t let the speaker’s delivery get in the way of 
your understanding of his/her message. Ignore any peculiar mannerisms or speaking problems 
he/she may exhibit. Like stuttering, or lisps etc.  

 Be optimistic when you listen. Try to find something of interest in the subject, no matter how dry it 
may seem. Open your mind and try to find out what attracted the speaker to the subject. Then ask 
yourself if that’s true what might be important to ask our note for follow up later. 

 Don’t jump to conclusions. Don’t listen to the beginning of a sentence and try to fill in the rest. Wait 
and keep listening. Clear your mind of your own ideas and listen to those of the speaker. Example: 
“Oh, you must I’m sure I know what you mean, so what else did you want to share”? See the person 
didn’t get to express their emotion.  Let them get emotional and express their thoughts and feelings 
we all this “painting the picture”. 

 Be a flexible listener when you’re taking notes. Determine as soon as possible how the speaker puts 
forth his or her ideas, and gear your note taking style to the speaker’s style. Example: Ask yourself, 
“Is the speaker concise or does the speaker take a while to make a point?” 

 Concentrate. Remain relaxed but attentive. Try not to become tense or you’ll make any distractions 
more pronounced. Your best bet: Try to remove as many distractions as possible. When you’re going 
to a meeting, get there early and sit up front where there will be fewer distractions.  

 Remember you can think at least four times as fast as someone can talk. This means your thoughts 
will race ahead of the speaker’s words. You can become so detached that you’ll have a hard time 
getting back to with what was said. To stay on track, try to summarize what has been said. 
Paraphrase periodically to prove your listening.  

 Work at listening. Try to listen alertly and enthusiastically. How: Respond to the speaker by giving 
feedback. “How did you find that out that’s so interesting”? 
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What poor listeners do: Ask yourself: “When I’ve come across this how did I feel?” 

 Poor listeners are inattentive and their minds often wander. (Those that yes you through a call, 
presentation, or application you need to get them real) (P to I)  

 They tend to interrupt speakers and finish thoughts and sentences for them. 
 Too often poor listeners change the subject of the conversation and jump to improper conclusions. 

(Big mistake remember the “ASSUME” rule) 
 

What good listeners do: Ask yourself “is this how I want people to respect my feelings” 

 Look at the person who is speaking. 
 Question the speaker to clarify what has been said. 
 Repeat some of the things the speaker has said. 
 Don’t rush the speaker. 
 Pay close attention to what the speaker is saying. 
 Don’t interrupt the speaker. 
 Don’t change the subject until the speaker has finished his or her thoughts. 
 

Why we listen poorly: 

 We get bored when we lack interest in a subject or how it’s being presented. 
 We refuse to put forth the energy to really concentrate. Concentration requires effort and 

we prefer not exert ourselves to that extent. 
 We take our mind off the message and place it on the speaker. We focus our attention on 

how the speaker is dressed or what mannerisms he or she exhibits. (Race, Age, Sex, Fat, 
Skinny, or Beliefs)  

 We fail to wait long enough to find out if the subject has any benefit for us. We conclude too 
early that it doesn’t and we stop paying attention. 

 We are tired and cannot put forth the energy to listen attentively. 
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To Communicate Effectively You Must Be Willing To Listen 

 

Things you should know: 

 

 Many people, especially managers, spend 42-45% of their time listening, 30-31% talking, 15-
16% reading, and 0-11% writing. Yet our schooling has failed to prepare us to be good 
listeners. 

 Hearing and listening are not the same things. Hearing is a physiological process that occurs 
naturally. Listening is a mental process that requires effort. You have to muster a willingness 
to concentrate, interpret, evaluate, and finally react to what you hear. Yes it works, and it’s 
well worth the effort. Those of us with children, marriage, or management my call this 
“Selective Listening” and some people can’t multi task as well as we think. Thinks are often 
missed or the person is turned off because they see we’re really not listening.  (P to I) “Pay-
Attention to Inattention” (Mood of the Sale) 
 

The benefits of listening: 

 

Do you want to increase your self-confidence? Handle conflicts better? Solve more problems? Relieve 

stress and tension? According to Madelyn Burley-Allen, author of Listening: The Forgotten Skill, the 

above are just some of the benefits she received just after improving her listening skills. Other benefits 

include: 

 People will respect and like you more because you have shown that you care about them 
and what they have to say. 

 You’ll be better informed, because when you actively listen, you learn more. 
 You’ll be better able to get things done, because you’ll understand how to motivate people 

when you pay attention to what they’re really saying and thinking. 
 People will listen to what you’re saying, because they realize that by listening to them you 

have made them feel important. 
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*Sales and Service Rule* 

 

“You have been given two ears so you can listen, twice as hard as you speak”. 

 

(Use them in that ratio and you will close more) 

 

The customer should be speaking 80% of the time 

And you should only speak 20% of the time. 

 

Think of a Psychologist looking to diagnose your problem. 

Do they talk about how great they are? 

Or  

Ask a lot of questions that they respond to then  

Paraphrase and ask. So if I can  

Help you solve _____ then  

You will ____ me Yes?  
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What is the Hardest, Yet Most Important  

Thing to Do in Service Selling? 
 

These next several pages are what I consider to be the keys to success in good communication, business 

or personal.  These methodologies will tie into other methods as we move along and all are like “nuts 

and bolts” in building your foundation.  Like a house the first thing you focus on is building a firm solid 

foundation once that has been laid there still is settling time before it is solid.  Much like that you are 

being introduced to a lot of methods you must apply consistently and over time they will become solid 

for you.   

You are being introduced to them in the best time proven flow and much like putting together a puzzle 

first you lay everything out and once you start working with the pieces the picture gets clearer so be 

persistent and patient.  Like any relationship you will get out what you put in some will grow at different 

levels.  More great news is that even seasoned sales or service veterans find a minimum increase in 

production of 30%.   

Rookies will be perceived as experienced because you’ll be a prepared professional with positive results.  

Our track record reflects a 75% faster ramp-up time and a 90% reduction in turnover.  We feel that is 

because with confidence comes comfort and systems provide support and accountability for all so why 

would they leave.  Your results may vary based on management support and implementation 

commitments results are up to you. 

 
Take off your shoes and put on someone else’s. 

Consider everything from the customer’s point of view. 

Customers always want to know “What’s in it for me?” In this regard, they are tuned to station what I 

call “WIFM” (What’s in it for Me?). To succeed you must: 

 Talk to them about features and benefits. (What it is, and What it will mean) 
 Don’t pitch. Have a conversation with them. (Don’t show up & Bla Bla Bla) 

 

How do you avoid pitching? 

 By asking the right kinds of questions and getting the customer involved. 
 By talking to the customer as a real person, not a commodity. Or $$$! 
 By utilizing the 3 P’s – Pacing, Paraphrasing and Probing. – A MUST! 
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Pacing: 

 

Pacing is a way of talking to the customer to make him/her feel more comfortable. When you pace, you 

must talk to the customer at the same speed he/she talks to you. A salesperson should speak at the 

same pace as the customer so he/she does not feel like he/she is being sold. 

Imagine how you would feel if you were buying a car and the salesman rattled off all the extras 

the car had, and all the reasons you should buy it before you asked any questions. You would feel 

pressured, wouldn’t you? Would you feel comfortable buying anything from anyone who treated 

you in that manner? I doubt it. Pacing prevents this problem. 

Keep in mind the state, county, and area where your customer lives and listen for clues as they talk 

about their desires. (Background noise, kitchen sounds, office, dogs, cats, TV, radio, or children)  

Pacing has three components: 

 Rhythm – The beat with which I say things and you ask questions. 
 Speed – Do I speak slowly, or quickly? Note power words! 
 Voice Fluctuation – How loudly or softly do I speak? Do I vary the fluctuation for 

emphasis? (Don’t be monotone with your voice) 
 

Paraphrasing: 

Paraphrasing is a selling technique that reaffirms for the customer, your understanding of his/her wants 

and/or needs. Paraphrasing is playing back to the customer your understanding of what he/she said, not 

in the customer’s words, but in yours. Successful use of this technique gives the customer confidence 

that you do understand him/her, thus strengthening your position and chances for a successful sale. An 

example of paraphrasing could look like this: 

Client: “I’m having trouble finding better ways that will let me control my income for my 

company and it’s hard because of debts and I’m self-employed so marketing  is tight”. 

http://www.johntmoss.com/
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TSR: “So, what you’re telling me is that it would really make a difference for you if I can help 

you better control your limited marketing dollars, so you can grow your company and 

have options, even though you’re funds are limited”? NOT “We can help we specialize 

in…” 

 

“I have six honest men. They taught me all I know. Their names are Who, What, Where, When, 

Why, and How” 

Rudyard Kipling 

Probing: 

Probing/Profiling is used to find the customer’s true purpose. This is achieved by asking open-ended 

questions which generally begin with “Who”, “What”, “When”, “Where”, “Why” and “How”. Asking 

probing questions helps to identify the category of buyer with whom you are dealing. There are only 

two true reasons: 

 Want Buyer  (I want more customers that I hope would see…) 
 Need Buyer (I really have to get more customers or I’m going…) 

 
Use open-ended questions, to probe for the ammunition needed close, more than one shot concept. 

(How, What, When, Where, Why and Who). Note: “When” is the most important question to ask 

because it establishes if the customer is a “want” or “need” buyer. Use of these types of questions leads 

to what I call “The Gated Close” it’s like chess think ahead of issues. 

Example:  

 Who primarily is your biggest debt concern? 
 What type of monthly payments are you currently making?  
 How often do you anticipate sizeable reductions based the current plan, can you explain?  
 When did you realize that you really needed change to allow you more ROI options?  
 What other steps have you taken prior to now and what happened?   How do you mean? 

 

If the customer says, “That sounds great, but I need to think about it” he/she should not have anywhere 

to go except to Closing, because you have used “The Gated Close”. Explain why? Ask did you establish a 

time line and what steps didn’t work? 
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Get them real so when they say “I need to think about it” you say “How do you mean”?  Now if they 

try saying I need to talk to my wife, husband, minister, tax person, CPA, or pray?  You should be able 

to read back your notes in their words that they already told you where correct so now you should be 

able to move them to the next step.   

Summary: 

1. Pacing deals with the speed, rhythm, and voice modulation used while working with a customer. 
Pacing helps the customer feel a comfortable bond with you. 

2. Paraphrasing is playing back what the customer has said, to assure you are on the same page. 
Think of the phrase “In other words . . .” or “It sounds like . . .”  

3. Probing is asking open-ended questions designed to help you learn if the customer’s motivation 
to do something is based on need or want. Gather all the ammunition you can to close them 
later using their own words. (Take notes) 

 

EACH NOTE SECCTION ON YOUR PROSPECT OR CLIENTS SHOULD NOTE THE ROEDO CLOSE: 

PACE:  Slow, Medium, or Fast and power words.  (Awesome, Wonderful, or Great) 

WHEN: Note what they told you in their words, not yours!  “These last 6 months we really noticed…” 

WHAT STEPS:  What have they tried and results?  “We have used a new website, coupons, and …” 

Note in order the sales tools you used to overcome challenges or objections. 

FBBT, Back door, and If I could would you. 

Active Listening - What is It 

And How Do I Do It? 

 

Active listening involves: 

1. Identifying the feelings of the person. Listen for deeper meanings. 
2. Labeling the feeling with one of the empathetic response lead-ins listed below. 
3. Feeding back (paraphrasing) what the person has just said, which adds the empathetic 

dimension. (Don’t sound sarcastic)  
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Empathetic Response Lead-ins 
You’re kind of feeling …    You’re sort of saying … 

As I get it, you felt that …    I’m picking up that you … 

If I’m hearing you correctly …   Kind of made (makes) you feel … 

To me, it’s almost like you’re saying, “I … What I hear you saying is … 

I sort of hear you saying that maybe you … So you feel … 

I’m not sure I’m with you, but …    You feel … 

I really hear you saying that …     It sounds like … 

I wonder if you’re saying that …     So, you see … 

It seems to you as if …      You appear to be feeling … 

As I hear it, you …       So, from where you sit … 

Your feeling now is that …      Sometimes you seem to feel … 

You must have felt …      I sense that you’re feeling … 

You’re very much feeling like …     Your message seems to be, if … 

You appear rather …      Listening to you, it seems as if … 

I wonder if you’re expressing a concern that … 

It sounds like you’ve had a bad experience in the past …  I can certainly see your point.. 

TRANSITINAL PHRASES 
By the way… 
That’s great let me ask you this… 
Wow, that’s interesting… 
Unbelievable so is… 
 

“Remember know one cares how much you know; Until, they know how much you care.” 

http://www.johntmoss.com/
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 After our plan helps you eliminate your monthly debt then it will help you 

build or rebuild your Home Equity faster regardless of the market.   

 Over 125K personalized debt analysis have been run since 1998 for people 

looking to finally get ahead of their debts and take back control. 

 Thousands of clients have enrolled in the program over the last 14+ yeas.    

 Our program was Developed by a very successful financial planner and  has 

been updated and upgraded continuously since 1997 to stay ahead of the 

credit card companies strategy to keep you as a lifelong client paying out 

un-needed interest to build their future instead of your own with your 

money.  

 Pay off all of your debts including the mortgage in 1/3 to 1/2 the time.  

 Save tens to hundreds of thousands in direct interest savings. 

 Save tens to hundreds of thousands in future payments you no longer have 
to make, freeing your money up years ahead of time to start beefing up 
your retirement savings. 

 Your credit score should improve faster than normal as debts are paid 
down in an accelerated fashion. 

 Works with any type of monthly debt, not just unsecured debt like other 
programs. 

 We do the work for you to ensure your financial success. 

 Rebuild the equity in your home faster than normal. 

 Enjoy less financial stress knowing that you have a real plan in place to 
address your debts managed by professionals that have been helping others 
just like you for over 14 years. 

 You maintain complete control of your money and can make changes at 
any time.  

 WHAT ONES CAN YOU THINK OF?  

 ________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________ 

 ________________________________________________ 



                                              “COMPANY STORY” 
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(Client) Before we go any further let me to tell you a little bit about our company.  You 
see (Our Company) truly is a seasoned debt elimination company.  Our program is 
unique to the financial industry’s standard concepts thanks to our enhancements and 
company implementation. We’re very different from the credit counseling, debt 
settlement, or debt consolidation companies you hear advertising on TV and the radio. 
Unlike those other companies our program doesn’t harm your credit and is able to help 
you with all of your debts, not just the unsecured ones. Our program could save you 
tens of thousands, or even hundreds of thousands in wasted interest that you shouldn't 
be paying and eliminates years of payments. And we do it the right way while helping to 
protect your credit and help you regain your financial security. Our program has helped 
thousands for over 14 years now. Our success comes from making the whole process 
easy for our clients. Your success is our success.  
 
You shared some of your (Issues/Goals) with your debt and finances which were…   
How do you mean..? (Pick one or two they shared and keep them talking) 
 (complete form)   
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He/she who asks questions is in control. 

Whenever you are in trouble, ask a question.  Then go back to the Track! 
 
Whenever you encounter an objection, an effective way to answer it, is to ask the client a question.  The 
following examples cover ten common types of questions designed to help you clarify objections.  
Default: Obviously that’s important to you, so let me make a note of that for our (Underwriter, 
manager, lawyer, or whatever fits) 
 

The Alternate Choice Question:       
 Purpose: Forces the client to choose between two alternatives.   
         Format: “Would you _______ or _________?    
 Example: Would you prefer to back Monday or Tuesday etc.   
   

1. Active Question:         
 Purpose: Builds rapport with the client and gives him/her a    
                              purpose for the product.       
         Format: Open-ended question beginning with Who, What, When,   
                 Where, Why, or How.        
       Example: What would you start with secured debt or unsecured debt?    

                                                          When you have extra money what is the first thing you or 
                                                          thing you would like to change about your spending habits?        
                 Where would your dream retirement plan look like in assets?  
        
2. Comparative Questions:        

 Purpose: Eliminates something you do not want to discuss by   
                 focusing on something else.                                      
Format:                       Isn’t (what you prefer to discuss) more important than    
                              (what you do not want to discuss)?    
 Example: Isn’t it true that (by us providing real-time support 24/7), is more 
                                    important than the adsorbed minimal enrollment investment? 

 
3. Decisional Questions:         

 Purpose: Forces a decision.           
Format:                Similar to “If I could, would you?” format.  Am I right in   
                               assuming that if (_____), you would (_____)?  
 Example: Am I right in assuming that if (I can find a way to  

                                                          overcome your debt pmt losses), you will (provide me with the  
                                                          information  I need to complete the application)? 
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4. Challenging Questions:        

 Purpose: Take the problem head on and eliminate it.   
 Format:                Open-ended question, comparing the importance   
                     of the problem to the benefit of the solution.  Why is    
                             (problem) more important than (benefit)?   
 Example:            Why is the (monthly investment of our service support) more important 
                                    than (you not having more paid as agreed debt reduction with your  
                                    creditors, as your current efforts) aren’t bringing you for all of your 
                                    current goals…?  (Paraphrase some of your notes)  

 
5. Feedback Questions:         

 Purpose: Challenges aggressive stance by the client, forcing 
                   him/her to explain his/her objection. 
     Format:  Repeat the challenge, but turn it into a question. 
        Example:          
                                  Client:            The risks are too high. 
                                      Rep:            The risks are too High?  (Voice goes up on HIGH!) 

 
6. Rephrased Questions:         

 Purpose: Similar to the Feedback Question with a different format. 
 Format:  Rephrase the objection and feed it back to the client    
                              as an (active question).     
 Example:  
            Client:         I don’t want to pay a fee I think I can get it from Mint.com for free!            
                Rep:            You mean you’re not going to take advantage of 24/7 support  

                                                          to your vast goals, while continuing the risk for your family 
                                                          of having your limited soft ware insure your retirement goals? 
 
7. Switch-off Questions: 
                            Purpose:              Puts the benefit(s) where the client can’t miss it. 

Format - A:   I know you are concerned by the (objection)    

                 but wouldn’t you prefer (benefit) to (restate the objection)? 

             Example:    I know that you are concerned by the additional (monthly service fee) 
                                                          of our support, but wouldn’t you prefer the (confidence) of knowing you 
                                                          have an experienced firm supporting your financial goals as we work  
                                                          towards earning you debt reduction, compared to the additional (risk of  
                                                          your current debts along with the lack of investment in your future)? 
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Format - B:   May I ignore (objection) if I can prove that (benefit)? 
             Example:   May I ignore your belief that you would be (wasting money on a plan)  
                                                          if I can prove to you that the (convenience of us servicing & use of our 
                                                          tools and  guidance) outweighs our (total investment of our services) 
                                                          for your family’s financial benefits and future peace of  mind? 
 
 
Format - C:                                While (objection) seems vital at this moment, in the long 
                               run, the pleasure of (benefit) dominates your decision 
    doesn’t it? 
                      

Example:   While the (fee) for our services seems vital at this moment, in the long 

run, the pleasure of giving your only son the legacy of (attending your 

legacy at USC school of business) really dominates your decision doesn’t 

it? (Back to the Track)        

8. Erroneous Conclusion:        
 Purpose: Forces the client to correct an error you intentionally 
                        made in your favor. 
   Format: You aren’t (erroneous statement), are you?   
 Example: You aren’t interested in getting the most value from your   
                 finances and your future growth of financial security? 
 

9. Multiple Conclusion: 
                             Purpose: Surrounds the objection with benefits. 
                             Format:  I know that you want (benefit).  So, isn’t it true that   
                                             (objection) is less important than (benefit)? 
 
                             Example: I know you want to be able to (make your dreams come true) by   
                                                          capitalizing on your business goals, so isn’t it true that (the cost of 
                                                          investing in your future personalized action plan with us ) then, is less 
                                                          important than the (additional changes in spending habits that you will  
                                                          see the ROI in by) your debts being paid off just as you son graduates  
                                                          high school and you then move to Aspen to your free and clear cabin.  
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Tie-downs 
 

Tie-downs are remarkable techniques designed to obtain “yeses” from your client.  They are effective at 

any point of the presentation, including the rebuttal process.  Used correctly, (as close-ended 

questions), the client cannot help but agree with you.  Tie-downs come in four forms:  (Get YES receipts 

as your clients buy into your service).  

 

1. Standard Tie-down: The tie-down is hung on the end of a statement, as in: 
   

 Your future growth is important to you, isn’t it?       
                             Other tie-down phrases might look like the following: 

                         Aren’t they?  Shouldn’t it?   Isn’t it? 
           Can’t you?  Wouldn’t it?   Didn’t they? 
           Couldn’t it?  Doesn’t it?   Haven’t they? 
           Wasn’t it?                 Hasn’t he?   Won’t they?    
                        Hasn’t she?  Won’t you?   Don’t you agree? 
 

2. Inverted Tie-down: This tie-down is used at the beginning of the sentence. 

 Wouldn’t you like reduce your debts while building cash value for your future needs? 
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3. Internal Tie-down: This is the smoothest way to hide a tie-down, by dropping it into the 
                                            middle of a complex sentence.  This takes more practice for some. 

 Once you’re family savings increase by 25% or more because of our help, over time, 
aren’t your credit scores and equity position going to improve along with less debts? 

 

4. Tag-on Tie-down: This technique is used in a variety of ways.  In its simplest form, you tag 
                                            your tie-down onto any statement your prospect happens to make 
                                            that is positive to the sale. 

 Client:                  “Having any extra money that’s  going to reduce my debts would be 
                             amazing because of what that will allow us to do in the future”. 

                     Rep:              “Wouldn’t it”? 

Note:  You should mix up your tie-downs in your conversation in order to not sound obvious 

or read or like a robot.   You don’t want to do that, do you? 

 

 

Open-ended Questions 
 

Another effective objection handling technique is the use of open-ended questions.  As discussed, 

earlier, open-ended questions are used draw out the client, providing the Loan rep. with additional 

ammunition.  Here are some examples: 

 

 If we could show you a way to save time and money on your developing your market share, 
what is it you would ideally like to accomplish? 

 

 I can appreciate that, however, if you had an additional ___(Feature) or _____ (Benefit) that 
we could help you with, what would you like to accomplish ________or_______? 

 

 That’s okay maybe this isn’t right for you because we’re talking to families that want to 
improve their financial power and financial future security.  What would you ideally like to 
financial accomplish? 
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 Well, a lot of our clients have found that their time, like money, is valuable, and it’s more 
cost effective for them to work with us.  If we make the investment of our time to identify 
your goals, what would you ideally like to accomplish as you strive to help your family and 
loved ones with your investments working towards the greatest  ROI? 

 

 It sounds like you’re hesitant because you have tried other services before and no one could 
help you when you encountered problems.  If we could eliminate those problems while 
saving you time and money with our 14 yrs of proven methods, how would that affect you? 
 

What are some open-ended questions you can think of? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
Additional Tips for Handling Objections 

 

 Remember that listening is as important as talking.  Good listening is more than a periodic 
pause to let the client answer your questions.  It’s tuning in, and drawing out the client in 
order to understand his/her point of view. 
 
 

 Make it a practice to let the client do more than half of the talking during this period.  (The 
80% to 20% Listening and Talking rule) 

 
 

 Ask questions that cannot be answered “yes” or “no” unless you are using a tie-down to 
intentionally gain a “yes”.  If you are looking for information keep the questions open-
ended.  Example:  Instead of “Did you see our website?” ask, “What did you think of our 
website”? 
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 Let the client know you are flexible.  If the prospect says your percentage is too high, ask 
him/her what percentage range would be more suitable.  You might be able to find another 
program in that range, or change the program etc. 

 
 

 If the prospect raises a challenge to something you have said, do not gloss over it.  This will 
give the client the impression that you are “script selling”, or worse, that the challenge is 
legitimate.  Instead use the Identifier technique.  Example:   I understand that the fee is 
important to you, (client name) are you more interested in saving money on fees your total 
monthly ROI, or doing other marketing to increase your company growth?  (They should roll 
right into explaining what their goals are.)  If they don’t you now must deal with the 
challenge.  (Remember you can never overcome an excuse only an objection, and now you 
should be able to distinguish between the two and identify the true objection, get them 
real.)  Refer to your tools and log what happened so you and others can learn from it. 

 
 

 Listening helps to build trust between you and the client.  Remember, “No one cares how 
much you know, until they know how much you care about them or their goals”.    

 
 

 You must always be confident with your responses.  If you are unsure of the correct answer 
tell them.  “Mr./Mrs._______ I want to be sure I provide you with the correct information 
let me make a note of that and I’ll be sure to get back to you”. NO PAUSE!  Ask any question 
to put you back in control.  By the way… is a great transitional phrase, wouldn’t you agree? 

 

 

 

He who asks questions is in control  
Whenever you are in trouble, ask a question! 

 

That’s Exactly:  (Here is another technique for the “cost” objection.) 

Customer:               With all the choices on the Internet and mailers, it’s hard to know 
                                           if you’re really giving me the most savings for my goals. 
 
Rep:                That’s exactly why we’re able to give you the most cost effective 
                                           __________  you qualify for because, as a direct source we control our 
                                           volume and pass those savings on to our clients.  By us moving forward with this  
                                          Debt elimination plan won’t it be great when you (Have_______.) more each  
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                                          Month going towards you future goals?  Let’s do this… 
 

3 Pitfalls to Waiting :    (Try this technique when a customer wishes to wait.) 

“I can understand your hesitance.  You should know, however, that there are three pitfalls to waiting.  

The rates can change, the property values could change, and your credit limits could change.  Let me ask 

you, Mr. / Mrs. _______, if we could assure you the most competitive (objection), and (state purpose 

and benefits) you’d want to see your options in black and white, wouldn’t it”? 

 
 
The Backdoor method: 
 
“It sounds like you’re being a little hesitant, probably because you just don’t want to overextend 
yourself any further than you have to, right?”  (Let them inform you) 
 
Note:  If you still can’t get them to open up use “How do you mean…” then if you still can’t identify why 
they’re hesitating, say: 
 
“Why don’t I give you my phone number.  I’ll hold while you get a pen and paper.  Okay! My number is 
_______ and you spell my name _____.  Can you read that back to me?  Great, by the way Mr./Mrs. 
______, when you do call me back, what do you think will have changed by then to make you feel more 
comfortable? 
 
 Or 
What do you think will be most important for you to accomplish then? 
(Ether way WAIT for a response and then elaborate on purpose, then re-close).  
 

The Doctor method: 

This technique is particularly effective when a customer is hesitant or unwilling to provide needed 

information that will help you to help them. 

“You see, like a doctor, we attempt to get the whole picture before determining your options.  By 

understanding your challenges and needs, we can formulate recommendations based upon the facts, 

not guesswork but banking facts.  You wouldn’t want your doctor to prescribe something based upon 

guesswork.  And you do want to be educated about your options, don’t you”? 

(Back to Track) 
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I Want to Think About It: 

To master this rebuttal technique, you must first understand that “I want to think about it” is not an 
objection.  It is a stall or excuse.  Remember, we cannot overcome excuses.  Instead, we must get 
beyond them and find the objection and that we can overcome. 
“I want to think about it” simply means “I don’t know”, “I’m unsure, you haven’t sold me”, I don’t trust 
you”, etc.  First, you must get past the excuse, to the objection.  The wording is critical. 
 
Getting Past the Stall: 
 
“That’s fine Mr. / Mrs. _____.  “Just to clarify my thinking Mr./Mrs. _____, what is it you want to think 
about.  Is it the integrity of _____?  Is it the Investment?  Or  Is it me have I said or done something?  
(Prior to answering use, “How do you mean?” to get them to open up more information to you.)  Note: 
Probe/Profiling 
 
Once you have identified the real objection, you can formulate a rebuttal, overcome the objection, and 
go for the close.  (Remember your WHEN and What Steps questionsfrom probing)  
Keep in mind the very critical part of the above is that when we say “Just to clarify my thinking Mr./Mrs. 
_____, what is it you don’t understand, is it?” it must flow… NO PAUSE! 
 
1-2-3 Close 
 
This technique addresses any of the three primary areas surrounding investment decisions.   
 
They are some form of: 
Rate 
Cost 
Service 
 
 
 
 
Even though each of these areas can be a concern to the customer, what you will usually hear is “I think 
I can get it cheaper somewhere else”.  Here is how to handle the objection.  (Be sure to identify the 
right one and that it’s not an excuse first). 
 
Customer:  “I’m sure I can find a Loan, or one just like it, for a lot less Money”. 
 
Rep:                 Well, Mr. / Mrs. _____  I understand your concern.  You know,    
                               I’ve learned something by speaking to hundreds of customers just  
                 like you.  People look for three things when they spend money: the  
                 best rate, the best service, and, of course, the lowest cost.    
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                              I’ve also found that rarely do people get 100% of what they would  
                                           like.  They simply can’t get the best rate, and best service for the lowest cost. 
 
   Mr./Mrs. _____ I’m curious, for your long-term happiness, which  
                                           of the three would you be willing to give up?  Best rate?  Excellent service?  
                                           Or the Lowest cost?        
                Or          
                              You see, at ______, we pride ourselves in providing our     
                              customers with the best possibilities of all three.  And it sounds   
                              like what you’re really looking for is the best combination of    
                 rate, service, and cost for your hard earned dollars, isn’t it?” 
 
Note:  It is going to be difficult for the customer to say, “Well, the rate and poor service are okay as long 
as they’re cheap”. 
 
The Work Rebuttal: 
 
Another technique that can help you overcome an objection to developing information is the “Work 
Rebuttal”. 
 
“I realize the steps I’m taking right now may not make sense to you.  I’m curious, what kind of work do 
you do?  (Wait for the answer)  SO you probably have procedures to follow as part of your job, right”?   
 
Or 
 
“Mr. / Mrs., you know how you have to follow certain procedures at your job in order to maintain the 
integrity of the big picture?  Well, just like that we have procedures to follow too.  So, let’s do this …” 
 
Switch Selling: 
 
This technique is more sophisticated than other rebuttals.  The secret to its success is effective use of 
open-ended questions to find a motivation for buying that is stronger than the objection.  You then 
switch the customer’s focus from the objection to the compelling reason(s) to buy. 
 
Rep:                              So, Mr. / Mrs. ________, my understanding is that you need a new car, so isn’t it 
                                           true that the name brand you mentioned may not be as important as the  
                                           features and the quality of the car you’ll be able get and stay in budget? 
 
Customer:  Yes, that’s right, my long term plan is most important. 
  
 
Rep:                 Great.  Let’s do this …  Now show them the options.      OR 
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Rep:                               So, Mr. / Mrs. ___________ If I’m hearing you correctly, after thinking about  
                                             your PFP, you feel that the cost is too expensive and that’s why you want to  
                                             think about it, is that correct? 
 
Customer:  Yes, that’s right. 
 
Rep:                              Just so I understand, can you explain why the cost is more important to you 
                                           than your wife getting that dream retirement home in years, that you said, only 
                                            we could find a way of doing for you based on your PFP and our support? 
 
Up sell:  
 
“I’m sure you know that your PFP is like a big piggy bank, each payment is like a little deposit towards 
your future.  And now you can use that dormant equity to take a little out to take care of your future 
needs so you can better plan your family’s future.  Such as paying off high interest debt, doing home 
improvements, or improving your retirement portfolio.  Cost aside what would you most ideally enjoy 
doing if you had the cash available? 
 
The Sympathy Rebuttal: 
 
While the Sympathy Close can be effective, if it fails there is little left to say.  So, you should use this only 
as a last resort. 
 
“Mr. / Mrs. _____, before you go, I want to be sure I understand what you’re saying.  (Now paraphrase 
the objection).  Is that right?  Because servicing for _____ is how I take care of my family, I’d appreciate 
it if you would help me understand something.  Was there something you didn’t understand or wrong 
with the (product or service) I told you about?  Did I say something to offend you?  Was it the cost?  
What could I have done to earn your business if you where me”? 
 
Now paraphrase the answer, and attempt to re-close only if you feel you can answer their needs, if not 
go into the hand-off track. 
 
 
 
The Take Away: 
 
“Mr./Mrs. _______ Perhaps this isn’t right for you because we’re in the business of helping people that 
want to save money and better plan their family’s future security.  Because, the one thing in life that we 
can’t help our customers get more of is time.  However, we can share options they can take advantage 
of with their time focused on their future, yes really that’s what you want to improve as well isn’t it?” 
(BTTT) NO PAUSE! 
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Final Word on Rebuttals: 
 
Customers tell you three important things when they voice objections or raise concerns: 
 

1. They are interested, but they don’t want to be thought of as an easy sale. 
2. They may be interested, but are not clear about what’s in it for them. 
3. They might not be interested, but they could be if you educate them properly. 

 
All three situations tell you one thing: the customer needs more information.  If you have not performed 
the “Profile Analysis”, you must do this to proceed.  If you have performed the analysis and the 
customer is raising a number of objections, more than likely, the reason is #1.  In that case, the best 
thing to do is slow down the pace, encourage questions, and make the customer comfortable before 
attempting to close. 
If the customer is asking a lot of questions, and sounding confused or perplexed, he/she probably does 
not have a clear picture of what’s in it for him/her.  You may need to spend more time covering features 
and benefits.  (WWIFM) 
Disinterest because of a lack of information is more difficult to handle.  You must first earn the 
customer’s trust, so he/she will give you the time to educate him/her. 
By backing up and clarifying the objection(s) you will obtain the information you need to handle the 
objection and precede.  (Paint the picture use an IOIT) 
 
Finally, remember these six steps by Tom Hopkins: 
 
Hear the customer out:  When the customer trusts you enough to tell you what is bothering him/her, 
give the courtesy of listening.  Don’t interrupt.  Let him/her tell you everything. 
Feed it back: By paraphrasing the customer’s concerns, you are, in effect, asking for more 
information.  By doing this, you are asking the customer to trust you. 
Question it Gently: Do not put a customer on the defense.  Instead of asking “What’s wrong with 
it?”, say “So, (objection) makes you uncomfortable”? 
Answer the objection: Once you have all the facts behind the objection, you are better positioned to 
answer it. 
Confirm your answer: You can confirm the customer heard and accepted your answer with a 
statement as simple as, “That answers your concern, doesn’t it”? 
By the way …:  These are three powerful words to help you change gears and move on to the 
next topic. 
 
 
“He who hesitates is lost’ is a good rule to keep in mind.  You should always have a plan or system to 
follow so that your selling opportunities flow from presentation to objection handling, to close.  
Remember, at first you will be like most people are the first time behind the wheel of a car.  They don’t 
just begin to drive.  At first, you may aim a bit to the right or left.  But with practice, you will become 
competent, then these skills will become second nature to you. 
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With respect to objection handling, you should drive defensively, so to speak.  If you don’t plan ahead 
and the car in front of you suddenly stops, it’s probably going to hurt.  The same is true in objection 
handling.  So, plan ahead by practicing these techniques.  If you do, chances are you will not be 
surprised by anything the customer says.  
 

Understanding the Customer’s Individual Style 

Talker/Expressive:  More social feedback, wants to be liked. (Medium soft-sell) (Mid-

management, or Retired.) 

Pacer/Amiable:   Shy, friendly, loving, emotional. (Soft-sell)  (Housewives, 

construction or blue collar) 

Doer/Driver:   A-Type Personality, time oriented, likes to be the boss.  (Bottom-line 

person) Doctor, business owner, etc. 

Controller/Analytic:  Must be accurate when providing facts, information and numbers. 

(Accountant type, Engineer, or Computer programmer etc.)   

Keep in mind most homes have a balance of thinkers this is why it’s critical to talk to 

both as much as possible.  (Understanding your decision makers.) 

Understanding the Customer’s Individual MAP! 

Expressive & Amiable: 

 Identifier or ask a question 

 Feel, Felt, Found 

 COPA 

 I want to think about it 

 Three pit falls 

 Backdoor 

 Four Square 
 

ONE, TWO, & THREE, THEN OPTIONS: 

Driver & Analytic: 

 Identifier or ask a question. 

 FBBT 

 Four Square 

 Reality Check 

 The Bottom Line 

 Am I Right in Assuming … 

 Doctor Analogy 

 123 Close 

 Sympathy Close 
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The COPA Method 
C-Confirm: Repeat it back to them head on. 
  Paraphrase it back 
O-Overcome: Relax them with a softening statement. 
  Use a transitional phrase to bridge 
P-Prepare: Give features and benefits no less than two and no more than three. 

Use understood hot buttons or perceived ones. 
A-Action: Use tie downs or action steps 
  You must be assumptive with no pause. 
Customer:             What is your cost/best cost? 
 

C-Confirm: I realize that fees are important to you in making a decision. 
 

O-Overcome: However, I’m not trying to sell you anything you don’t want.  I’m just 
pointing out some options that might benefit you based on your needs. 

 
P-Prepare: You see, ___ is a leader in the ____ Industry and we specialize in a 

process designed to help our clients get the __________________ 
 
A-Action: And that’s really what you want, isn’t it?  (Back to the Track) (BTTT) 
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The IDENTIFIER Method 
Client:                What is your best fee? 
 
REP:  I know that the fee is important, however, are you wanting to reduce 

all of your debts or just your secured debts with a proven ROI plan?  
 
Client:                I need to reduce all of my debts my secured and unsecured debts… 
 
The identifier should be used as the initial objection handling technique every time, 
every time the customer raises an area of concern/challenge. 

The FBBT Method 
F- Any fact about their needs, qualifying, home, work, benefits or income, etc… 
B- An empathetic transitional phrase to help build a bond and help them relax. 
B- Use Features and Benefits from hot buttons or perceived hot buttons. 
T- Use a Tie-Down or Action Step. 

Be assumptive with no pause! 
 

Fact:           No out of pocket expense, to best understand how we help market you 
 

Bridge:       We realize that’s important, and what that means to you is... 
 

        Benefit:      Over 125K personalized debt analysis have been run since 1998  

                          for people looking to finally get ahead of their debts and take  

                          back control. Our plan helps you eliminate your monthly debt  

                          then it will help you build or rebuild your Home Equity  

                          faster regardless of the market. 
   
Tie-down:    Isn’t that really what you’re looking for in a Action Plan?  (BTTT) 
                          

 
 

The DOCTOR Method   
 

This Technique is particularly effective when a customer is hesitant or unwilling to provide needed information that will help you help them. 
 

“You see, like a Doctor, we attempt to understand the whole picture before determining your best options.  By us really understanding your challenges and needs, we can formulate 
recommendations based on the facts, not guesswork.  You wouldn’t want your doctor to prescribe something based on guesswork, would you?  And you do want to be educated 
about your options in black and white, don’t you?”  Or FBBT type add.  “I’m sure you wouldn’t choose a heart surgeon based on price alone would you?”  So… 
  

NOW: “Action Step” or “By the Way” or “So we’re talking about your (REFER TO ONE OF THE QUESTIONS From THE “FORM” Mindset then BTTT)” 

The BOTTOM LINE Method 
“The BOTTOM LINE” is that if we can’t share with you a good action plan, we’re not 
going to approve it and you’re not going to sign off on it.  The only decision you will 
have to make with us is how soon do you want to… 

o Pay your debts as agreed in a ½ to a 1/3 of your current payments 
o Take advantage of our experience of over 125k analysis that… 
o Save for a more comfortable retirement with the money on ROI 
o Spend no more than your current out go yet become debt free asap.  

Because the (Challenge) won’t even be an issue, that’s how competitive we are here at 
____ as a (experienced _________ Company).   Back to the Track no pause… 
  

“let’s do this” or “by the way” 
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The SOCIAL SECURITY/FINANCIAL Method 
Client:  Oh NO! I don’t give that information out! 
 
TSR:   I’m sure you know that all lending institutions have qualifying criteria they 

must follow.  Part of that criteria is a person’s documented credit/financial 
history. 
I’m Sure you agree that if it where your program reputation, credit, work 
history would be important to you as well, wouldn’t it? And your (Info)  is?   
BE ASSUMPTIVE, NO PAUSE (Also use concept for Asset info.) 
(Use concept to get into financial information or value ad of why we don’t!) 

The BACKDOOR Method 
“It sounds like you’re a little hesitant, probably because you just don’t want to 
overextend yourself any further than you have to, RIGHT?  (Let them inform you) 
 
NOTE: if you still can’t get them to open up, use “how do you mean…” then if you 
still can’t identify why they are hesitating, say: 
 
“Why don’t I give you my phone number?  I’ll hold while you get a pen and paper.  
Okay! My number is ______ and you spell my name _______.  Can you read that 
back to me just to make sure it’s right?  Great! By the way Mr. ____, when you do 
call me back, what do you think will have changed by then to make you feel more 
comfortable? 
OR 
What do you think will be most important for you to accomplish then? 
(Either way, WAIT for a response and then elaborate on purpose, then re-close this 
dove tails right into “If I could would you or I’m I right in assuming”). 
  

The REALITY CHECK Method 
 

REALITY:  “Not only are all of our fee’s competitive with the market, but as you 
know all financial analysis are based primarily on  credit history, payment 
capabilities, income record, and your percentage ratios.  How is your credit 
history? How long have you been with your Industry? How much do you have 
left over after paying all your bills and cost of living every month?” (USE THE 
PROBLEM AREAS AND BE PROACTIVE) 
 
CHECK THEM: 
“I’m sure you realize Mr./Mrs. _____ that most financial analysis companies  
would have a difficult time securing you a competitive ROI based upon the fact 
that you…”   

o Haven’t really done much to reduce debt on my own. 
o Percentage  Ratios 
o Job Stability (Should be 2-5 years in same Industry) 
o Fixed Income, cash flow is an issue 
o Self employed or income history  
o No income available to cover staffing needs 
 

 “It sounds like what you’re saying is, you will need a program based on 
growth/positive merits, and not on (give challenges), without sacrificing quality 
service.  Is that right? Great!  That shouldn’t be a problem since we specialize in 
these types of approvals with our 24/7 support.  By the way…  (Back to the 
Track) 

 

The FOUR SQUARE Method 
“So what you’re saying is that you want to be assured (paraphrase the objection head on), 
Right?” 
Mr./Mrs. ______ that won’t be a problem, let me tell you why… (2 to 3 Benefits in each area) 
COST BENEFITS – % RATE BENEFITS – PAYMENT BENE. – TIME BENE. 
And what that means to you is…not only will we (address the area of concern) we can generally 
get in our marketing pre-paid plan within 24 hrs to 48 hrs, and isn’t it important that you start 
getting in front of more clients with up sale capabilities if approved?  (Back to the Track) 
 

So what you’re saying is that you want to be assured (paraphrase the objection head on), right? 
 

Mr./Mrs. ______ that won’t be a problem, let me tell you why… 
COST Benefits  We have no out of pocket cost to find out what your options are. 
                 We have no application fees & you are only paying the same outgo you have. 
  We won’t even take you on as a client unless we feel we can work for you. 
RATE Benefits  As a Firm, we can tailor make a action plan to get you the best effective rate 

you qualify for by us working for you. 
 We’ve great success winning flexible saving options from our action plan even 

if you had a stated income, NO DOC, Fresh Start, and HELOC… 
 Our Volume allows us to have better success winning the best rates for you. 
Payment Bene We’re our own process and know how to win you access to the lowest 

payments that our company approves that you qualify for. 
 We’ve been able to work out terms to fit client goals by us working for you. 
 We may even structure the payments to fit ROI schedules if that helps!  
Time Benefits We have staff to support you, which allows you up to 75% less paper work. 
 We can have client approval within hours with the correct client provided 

information. 
                                We even have the ability for you to have some 24/7 support 
 
And what that means to you is…not only will we (address the area of concern) we can 
generally get your financial analysis plan in place for you within 24 to 48 hrs, and isn’t it 
important that you start getting your debts eliminated while building wealth for your goals? 
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Pace S M F              Power words (Beautiful, awesome, wonderful)   

Analyst: “Yes, Hello, {Mr/Mrs. (1st and last name)}, this is {Your Full Name}, I’m with (Company Name), I realize you’re 

probably very busy so I’ll be brief.  You see (Name) we are offering homeowners a free promotional personalized debt elimination 

analysis that can show you how you could save a substantial amount of money and shave years off of your debts without harming 

your credit.  Keep in mind we specialize in helping people eliminate ALL of their DEBT including your MORTGAGE! in around 1/3 to ½  

of the time it would normally take and we make it easy for you too.   As a matter a fact (Mr/ MRS.) your Credit Score and Home 

Equity don’t have any bearing on our ability to help you to become totally Debt Free.  

A byproduct of our program is that we also help you protect and build your credit faster than normal while paying creditors as 

agreed. Many feel our program’s unique approach could help to rebuild and strengthen our economy as well. Isn’t that great 

(Client). Now if we could eliminate all of your debts, ideally, while improving your financial strength and security, what would your 

financial goals or challenges be? (Issues/Goals) How do you mean… 

(If Not interested use Benefits at a Glance Rule - no less than 2 no more than 3) 

1. After our plan helps you eliminate your monthly debt then it will help you build or rebuild your Home Equity faster regardless 
of the market.   

2. Over 125K personalized debt analysis have been run since 1998 for people looking to finally get ahead of their debts and take 
back control. 

3. Thousands of clients have enrolled in the program over the last 14+ yeas.    
4. Our program was Developed by a very successful financial planner and  has been updated and upgraded continuously since 

1997 to stay ahead of the credit card companies strategy to keep you as a lifelong client paying out un-needed interest to 
build their future instead of your own with your money.  

(If they give you goals or issues then …) 

Analyst:  Great!  So, let me share how we can help you with our simple three step process.  It just takes a quick moment… 
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